Games and Computation Homework #2:
Game Representations
Answer these questions within the HW #2 Moodle quiz.

Lights Out in One Dimension
Imagine a row of n translucent buttons with an internal LED light, each of which may be on or off (i.e. lit or unlit). When
a light is toggled, it changes to the opposite state: from on to off, or from off to on. When pressed, each button has the
same behavior: that button and the button to its immediate left are both toggled. In the case of the leftmost button,
both it and the rightmost button are toggled. (You can think of the button behaviors as wrapping around.) Here is an
example of a 3 button row with the rightmost two buttons lit:

Pressing the middle button toggles it off and the left button on. Then pressing the left button toggles both it and the
right button off. The goal of the puzzle is to take an initial state and press buttons so as to turn off all of the lights. Thus,
the sequence of button presses above achieves the goal for this puzzle.
Select all of the following initial state descriptions for which NO sequence of button presses exists to achieve the goal:





123 lights are on and 234 lights are off.
Half of 512 lights are on.
345 lights are on and 567 lights are off.
456 lights are on out of a total of 789 lights.

Corner‐To‐Corner Cabbie Can‐Do?
o
o
o

First, watch the magic trick “How predictable are you?” on YouTube.
Next, try to figure out how the trick works.
Finally, read the explanation of the trick and use your understanding to answer the following question.

Conssider a cab driiver in the No
orthwest corn
ner of a North
h‐South‐East‐ West n‐by‐n grid of intersections (n > 1
1). For which
of the following co
onditions cou
uld the cab drriver end up in the Southe ast corner of the grid?





The cab driver travels 6 * n times be
etween interssections.
The cab driver travels (100
(
* n) – 1 times betwee
en intersectioons.
The cab driver travels n + 2 times be
etween interssections and n > 42.
The cab driver travels (42
( * n) + 2 times between
n intersectionns and n > 42.

Five
e Free Tetrominoe
es Tiling Rectangle
R
es?
These are the free
e tetrominoess:



“I”: four sq
quares in a sttraight line.
“O
O”: four squarres in a 2×2 sq
quare.



“Z”: two staccked horizontal dominoes with
w the top one offset to
o the left.



“T”: a row off three square
es with one added below tthe center.



“L”: a row off three blockss with one add
ded below thhe left side.

If thee five free tetrominoes (I, O,
O Z, T, and L)) can be flippe
ed and or rottated, can onee of each be ttiled (i.e. fit together
witho
out overlappiing) in the shaape of a rectaangle? If so, which
w
rectanggle size(s)? Iff not, why no
ot? Hint: This is related to
the m
mutilated che
eckerboard prroblem. (essaay question)

Dom
mineering
g Minima
ax Game Tree
T
The ggame of Dom
mineering is played on an m‐by‐n
m
grid (i.e. m horizonttal rows, n veertical column
ns) where on each turn a
playeer covers two
o adjacent em
mpty squares as
a by placing a domino. Thhe first player must only ccover two vertically
adjaccent squares. The second player must only
o cover tw
wo horizontallly adjacent sq
quares. A plaayer loses (and the
oppo
onent wins) when
w
the playyer cannot maake a legal plaay.
Consstruct the full minimax gam
me tree for th
he 2x3 (i.e. 2 row,
r
3 columnn) game of Do
omineering. Then answerr the
follow
wing question
ns:
Who wins the gam
me with perfe
ect play, the first
f
or second
d player? (ansswer “first” o
or “second”) ________________
How many nodes are there in the
t full game tree? ______
_________
In game‐tree searrch, a “transposition table”” is used to re
educe redunddant search by allowing an
n algorithm to
o see if an
identtical or equivaalent (e.g. sym
mmetric) position has alre
eady been anaalyzed. If we were to run a complete search
throu
ugh the 2x3 Domineering
D
game
g
tree, ho
ow many uniq
que states woould the transsposition table contain? H
Hint:
Horizzontally‐ and vertically‐mirrrored images of the board
d are equivaleent game‐theeoretically. ________________

